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It's a true privilege and pleasure to write this testimony of my Leadership for the Strategic Future 

participation and resulting breakthrough. I now live each day as a leader with freedom to be, giving me 

access to infinite possibilities. 

Day one of this breakthrough started by our mutual commitment to achieve clear goals that I had set. 

These goals were actually patterns and ways of being I wanted to break for many years. Although 

performing at high levels, the toll on me was limiting and could only be sustained at the cost of recurring 

fatigue. This journey was far beyond gaining efficiency or adopting a new mindset, which I had done 

before with various coaching and leadership sessions with incremental benefits. This journey was about 

looking "inside" authentically to realize my being and its roots, thereafter I was fully empowered to start 

many insightful breakthrough conversations. 

I am today in a different space, seeing and listening much more freely than ever before. My leadership 

has more impact and most importantly, I am now empowered to freely be and act as a leader. The 

greatest part of this transformation is that there is no going back, and I really mean impossible to go back. 

The closest picture I can describe to explain how I lived this transformation is to compare it to the first 

movie "Matrix", once you have changed you cannot return to your previous world view, everyday is now 

lived with multiple perspectives and even at a different speed! 

As I now engage in developing "being a leader" with a beginner's mind and the eyes to see mastery, I am 

deeply thankful for the conversation that you initiated Robert, and am extremely enthusiastic about future 
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